The following course and program proposals have been approved by Fiona Lees, Enrolment Services, on behalf of SCTP. Highlighted text in pink are queries to/information for units.

SECTION A: APPROVED PROGRAMS

Minor and Moderate Revisions

Faculty of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences

B.Sc.(Ag.Env.Sc.); Major in Environmental Biology (42 cr.) – required courses added, required credits increased, complementary course deleted, complementary course added, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary credits decreased. Rationale: Updates to program content.

B.Sc.(Ag.Env.Sc.); Honours in Environmental Biology (54 cr.) – required courses added, required credits increased, complementary course deleted, complementary course added, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary credits decreased. Rationale: Updates to program content.

Faculty of Education and Schulich School of Music

Concurrent B.Mus.; Major in Music Education/B.Ed. in Music Elementary and Secondary (137 cr.) – description, credit breakdown revised, required course deleted, required courses added, required credits decreased, complementary courses deleted, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary credits increased, how elective courses chosen revised, elective credits decreased. Rationale: Adding more Indigenous content to program and updates to program content.

Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies

M.Sc. in Dental Sciences; Non-Thesis (45 cr.) – spanned version of a required course indicated, credit weight decreased for a required course, how required courses chosen revised, required credits decreased, complementary course deleted, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary credits increased. Rationale: Updates to courses.

M.Sc. in Dental Sciences (45 cr.) – number of thesis credits to be chosen corrected, credit weight decreased for a required course, how required courses chosen revised, required credits decreased, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary credits adjusted. Rationale: Updates to courses.

M.Eng. in Biological and Biomedical Engineering (45 cr.) – how complementary courses chosen revised. Rationale: Due to the limited number of 500-level BIEN courses available, a requirement concerning 3 credits of BIEN courses has been eliminated [to be revisited in 2 years].

D.C.L. (0 cr.) – title revised for a required course, credit weight increased for a required course, credit weight decreased for a required course, required courses added, required credits increased, complementary course deleted, complementary courses added, complementary credits decreased. Rationale: Update to program content. ES Comments/Corrections: Adjust complementary credits to read “0-2 credits”. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Remove “Civil Law” from box 1.1.

D.C.L. in Air and Space Law (0 cr.) – title revised for a required course, credit weight increased for a required course, credit weight decreased for a required course, required courses added, required credits increased, complementary course deleted, complementary courses added, complementary credits decreased. Rationale: Update to program content. Adjust complementary credits to read “0-2 credits”. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Remove “Civil Law” from box 1.1 and indicate “Air and Space Law”.

Ph.D. in Music; Gender, Sexuality, and Feminist Studies (0 cr.) – concentration title, description, program note added, how complementary courses chosen revised. Rationale: Updates to other Ph.D. areas of study to bring all in line with current practices. Concentration/option tile change corresponds to the coordinating Institute’s name change. ES Comments/Corrections: Program [concentration/option] title revision not approved at this time because no other graduate option in this subject has revised its title – one program cannot adopt a new option name if the coordinating committee for this option has not yet asked for the other program titles to revise this option title also. Program title remains: Ph.D. in Music: Gender and Women’s Studies. Correct complementary-course paragraph to read “12-27 credits of courses, at the…”
SECTION A: APPROVED PROGRAMS

Minor and Moderate Revisions [continued]

Faculty of Law

B.C.L./LL.B. with Minor (123 cr.) – program description. Rationale: A minor for non-management students is added to the choice for Law students.

Faculty of Science

B.Sc.; Minor in Field Studies (18 cr.) – description, requirements of a new Field Study Semester added. Rationale: Mention of newest Field Study Semester and listing or its requirements. PENDING SENATE APPROVAL OF THE NEW McGILL ARCTIC FIELD STUDY SEMESTER.

Retirements

None.

SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

New

Faculty of Arts

ISLA 305 Topics in Islamic History (3 cr.) [PRN 12115]; ISLA 488 Tales of Wonder-Islamic World (3 cr.) [PRN 11921]. Affected programs indicated. ES Comments/Corrections: Delete course title from prerequisite courses.

Faculty of Medicine

EXSU 622D1/D2 Surgery Research Project 1 (12 cr.) [PRN 11959]; EXSU 623 Surgery Research Project 2 (6 cr.) [PRN 11960]. Affected program indicated. ES Comments/Corrections: Does “Off-Campus” represent a lab/research facility at a teaching hospital or out of province?

Faculty of Science

ATOC 473 Arctic Field Research (6 cr.) [PRN 12213]. EPSC 473 Arctic Field Research (6 cr.) [PRN 12254]. GEOG 473 Arctic Field Research (6 cr.) [PRN 12147]. GEOG 670 Wetlands-Advanced (3 cr.) [PRN 11769]. ES Comments/Corrections: Web blocking of the prerequisite is done by the unit at the section level.

Revisions

Faculty of Dentistry

DENT 671, 671D1/D2, 671N1/N2 Advanced Research Seminar (2 cr.) – credit weight.

Faculty of Law

LAWG 515 Specialized Topics in Law 5 (3 cr.) [PRN 12289] – credit weight. LAWG 519 Specialized Topics in Law 9 (3 cr.) [PRN 12278] – credit weight; LAWG 520 Specialized Topics in Law 10 (3 cr.) [PRN 12279] – credit weight;
SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

Revisions
Faculty of Law [continued]
LAWG 530 Specialized Topics in Law 11 (3 cr.) [PRN 12280] – credit weight;
LAWG 531 Specialized Topics in Law 12 (3 cr.) [PRN 12281] – credit weight;
LAWG 532 Specialized Topics in Law 13 (3 cr.) [PRN 12283] – credit weight;
LAWG 533 Specialized Topics in Law 14 (3 cr.) [PRN 12284] – credit weight;
LAWG 534 Specialized Topics in Law 15 (3 cr.) [PRN 12285] – credit weight;
LAWG 625 Legal Education Seminar (3 cr.) [PRN 12286] – number, administering faculty/unit, restriction, supplementary info. ES Comments/Corrections: CRNs created in 201801 should be closed or made inactive before these changes can be made to the course. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Indicate “No” for affected programs.

Faculty of Medicine
NUR1 334 Nursing in Illness (4 cr.) [PRN 12256] – prerequisites;
NUR1 428 Learning and Health Education (3 cr.) [PRN 12255] – prerequisites;
NUR2 514 Introduction to Nursing 2 (5 cr.) [PRN 12083] – title, description, prerequisites; ES Comments/Corrections: Has the course fee for the existing course been approved by FAC?
NUR2 609 NursingCareofChildren&theirFam (3 cr.) [PRN 12257] – title, description; ES Comments/Corrections: Has a program revision been submitted as per rationale?
EPIB 671 Cancer Epidemiology&Prevention (3 cr.) [PRN 12294] – credit weight, prerequisites; ES Comments/Corrections: New degree program proposal not yet reported to SCTP. As per the supplementary info removed, is this course no longer intensive in the summers? If not, why is there a 201805 effective term? Will this course be exclusive to the new Oncology degree program?

Faculty of Science
ATOC 373 Arctic Climate & Climate Chge (3 cr.) [PRN 12174] – prerequisites, corequisites, supplementary info; ES Comments/Corrections: As per existing prerequisite, are students other than McGill going to take these courses? This was not made clear in the program proposal.
EPSC 373 Arctic Geology (3 cr.) [PRN 12175] – prerequisites, corequisites, supplementary info; ES Comments/Corrections: No mention that non-McGill students would be taking this course.
GEOG 373 Arctic Geomorphology (3 cr.) [PRN 12173] – prerequisites, corequisites, supplementary info. ES Comments/Corrections: No mention that non-McGill students would be taking this course.

Retirements
Faculty of Law
LAWG 525 Legal Education Seminar (3 cr.) [PRN 12286]. See proposal for LAWG 625.

Cindy Smith, Secretary to SCTP